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About:
Carol Willis is founding director and curator of NYC’s Skyscraper Museum and a professor of urban studies and planning at Columbia University. She has researched, taught, and written widely about the history of American city building and is the author of *Form Follows Finance: Skyscrapers and Skylines in New York and Chicago* (2008), which received an AIA book award and was named "Best Book on North American Urbanism, 1995" by the Urban History Association. Willis also edited *Building the Empire State*, focusing on the construction of the New York skyscraper. She has curated many exhibits at the museum including *Giants: The Twin Towers and the Twentieth Century*, *World's Tallest Building: Burj Dubai and New York Modern*. Willis earned her MA and MPhil from Columbia.
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Books listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library unless otherwise indicated.
Articles:  (Selected from 1984-2000)


Note: a profile of Carol Willis.


Note: About the history of the Skyscraper Museum founded by Carol Willis in 1996.


Note: Review of the Ferris classic now containing an essay by Carol Willis.
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